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WATERS WP 2.2 about uncertainty
in status assessment in the WFD
(and the MFSD?)

• Suggested unified approach to
uncertainty assessment at
multiple spatial and temporal
scales.
• Applicable also within the MSFD?!
• With Jacob Carstensen (Aarhus
University) and Richard Johnson
(SLU)
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Aims of extended task in relation
to benthic fauna and the MSFD!
1. Estimate importance of spatial
and temporal sources of
variability of benthic fauna
2. Estimate precision and
uncertainty in classification
using existing monitoring
programmes
3. Assess precision and
uncertainty using a set of
scenarios for revised monitoring
programmes.
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”WATERS methodology”

(cf. ”STAR”, ”WISER”)

Uncertainty within waterbody and
assessment period

1. Linear model and partitioning of variability

2. Aggregate mean of all samples, stations
and years with associated overall
uncertainty.
Monitoring at three stations in a
single water body during two years
within an assessment period.
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Data
• Years 2001-2012 (2 x 6 år)
• 6 water body types (1-6)
• 2 off-shore areas (0n, 0s)
• > 300 stations
• 3000 samples
• BQI, Richness, ShannonWiener, Margalefs index,
Biomass
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Trends in individual water body types

• Differences among types
• Small differences among 6-year periods
• Few unidirectional trends between 2001-2012
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1. Importance of random components
of spatial and temporal variability
Years x
Stations
Stations
Waterbodies
Samples

• Patterns of variability similar for all indicators
• Spatial components dominate (but see als Year x Station)
• Water bodies > Stations > Samples
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1. Importance of random components
of spatial and temporal variability

• Relative variability (SD/Mean) smaller for measures of
biodiversity less variable compared to biomass.
• BQI: WB25%, Residual 10%, Station15% of the mean
• Biomass: WB30%, Residual 35%, Station40% of the mean
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Conclusions on variability
• Spatial components more important than temporal and
interactive sources
• Water bodies > Stations > Samples
• Qualitative similarities among indicators
• Benthic Quality Index (BQI) least variable relative to mean.
For BQI (not shown):
• Similar patterns among water body types.
• Substantial proportions of the variability amomg waterbody
types and stations can be reduced by accounting for depth (or
other factors associated with depth)
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2. Precision and uncertainty of existing
monitoring programmes

WFD

MSFD

• Depends on spatial and temporal resolution, patterns of variability and
dimensioning (number of samples, stations, water bodies and years)
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2. Precision and uncertainty of existing
monitoring programmes
Two types of uncertainty in the WFD

Uncertainty or confidence
in mean estimate

Uncertainty or confidence
in classification
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Errors generally smaller (1) witihin 6- year
periods than within years and (2) within types
than within water bodies (except for fjords)

2. Precision and uncertainty of existing
monitoring programmes
Large errors (1.25 – 2.5 BQI) in coastal Kattegat
and the Öresund (except within stations)

Small errors
within individual
fjords but large
within the type.

Small errors (<0.5
BQI) at all
resolutions in
offshore Kattegat
and Skagerrak
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Conclusions on precision for BQI of existing
programmes
• Precision depends on spatial and temporal resolution. Error
are often smaller at aggregated scales (i.e. periods and water
body types) than at more detailed resoultions (i.e. years and
water bodies). This is likely due to a combination of small
variability and effcects of increasingly more extensive
replication
• Precision varies among types. Off-shore types more precise
despite smaller number of stations. Sufficient precison!?
• Coastal types (in particular fjords and southern types) less
precise. Need for more / better allocation of samples?!
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3. Precision and uncertainty under
scenarios for revised monitoring
Two types of scenarios
• Varying the number of
samples, stations and years
within a 6-year assessment
period
• Testing alternative sampling
designs:
Crossed vs. Nested designs

Modelling of overall uncertainty
(”error propagation”)

Confidence intervals
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3. Precision and uncertainty under
scenarios for revised monitoring

Precision within water body type and year (stations randomly allocated within types)
•Differences among types but at 10 stations SE 1 BQI for all types
•SE relative to mean, CV0.1 – 0.2 at 10 stations
•The fjords, Kattegat and Öresund substantially less precise than types in
Skagerrak.
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3. Precision and uncertainty under
scenarios for revised monitoring
Sampling in one year
during a 6-year period

Sampling every year
during a 6-year period

Precision within water body type and 6-year period
•Differences among types but at 10 stations SE 1 BQI for all types
•Results similar to those within individual years.
•Sampling every year cause only small improvements in precision
•Note: stations are revisited.
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3. Precision and uncertainty under
scenarios for revised monitoring
Crossed=
Stations revisited

Nested=
New stations at each time

Overall variability within water body type and period
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SE0.5 at
6 years x 30 stations (crossed)
or 6 years x 6 stations (nested)

SEnested  ½ SEcrossed
Sampling 6 years

Sampling 2 years

3. Precision and uncertainty under
scenarios for revised monitoring
Revisiting stations (crossed) has little effect on precision
while sampling at new stations (nested) reduces error
Sampling 4 years

Sampling 1 year

No difference
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Conclusions on monitoring scenarios for water
body types within 6-year periods
• Number of stations largely determines precision. There are
differences among water body types but if 10 stations are
sampled SE1 and CV0.1-0.2
• Number of years sampled has a very small effect on precision
when stations are revisited (crossed design). This is because the
variability among stations is relatively consistent among years
and very little new information is added each year.
• If new stations are sampled during a 6-year period (nested
design), uncertainty is gradually reduced.
• If 6 years are sampled the nested design is half as uncertain
compared to a crossed design and approximately 20% of the
samples are needed to achieve comparable precision.
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Final conclusions!
1. The suggested methodology can be used to model
precision and to address dimensioning and therefore
costs of monitor monitoring programmes for the MSFD
2. Precision of monitoring should be assessed at
aggregated spatial and temporal scales relevant to the
directives
3. All analyses underline the importance of spatial
variability and that maximising the number of spatial
units (”stations”) determines precision
4. Given the importance of ”static” spatial patterns
observed for these indicators, a nested design would
substantially improve precision at the scale of water
body types and periods at a constant sampling effort
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Thank you for
listening!
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